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Introduction

Mit der Weiterentwicklung von Rechenzentren wurden auch neue Technologien entwickelt, die es IT-Mitarbeitern ermöglichen, 
sich weniger Sorgen um Probleme mit der Hardware machen zu müssen, auf die sie sich in ihrer Arbeit verlassen.

So hat sich beispielsweise Virtualisierung von der Hardware mehr auf Hypervisor-Software verlagert, wodurch Windows®  
Administratoren flexibler sind und mehr Möglichkeiten zur Kontrolle haben. Da Virtualisierung früher ungenutzte Rechen- und 
Speicherkapazitäten verwendet, haben sich die Leistungsdichte und Effizienz von Rechenzentren in der jüngsten Vergangenheit 
stark verbessert.

Der Trend zu Konvergenz

In letzter Zeit gab es einen IT-Trend in Richtung Konvergenz von Speicher, Netzwerk und Rechenressourcen in  
Software-definierten Rechenzentren, indem diese früher größtenteils separaten Komponenten enger integriert wurden. Sie sind 
jetzt stärker miteinander verbunden als im traditionellen Modell, das aus mehreren isolierten Einzelkomponenten bestand.

Erweiterungen von Windows Server 2016

Microsoft Windows Server 2016 wurde entwickelt, um diesen Trend mit neuen Funktionalitäten und weiteren Verbesserungen 
fortzusetzen und ermöglicht es so Administratoren, mehr durch weniger erreichen. So 

hilft Microsofts neuestes Server-BS der IT, von dem Modell abzugehen, in dem die einzelnen Anwendungen auf physischen  
einzelnen Servern laufen und flexiblere, verteilte Plattformen für Rechenzentren zu schaffen. Mit diesen Plattformen ist die  
Automatisierung von Datenspeicher und Speicherplatz, Rechenleistung und Netzwerkressourcen möglich, und  
Arbeitsaufkommen können bei Bedarf nahtlos zwischen Servern und geographischen Standorten verschoben werden.

Windows Server 2016 bringt Verbesserungen in den Bereichen Virtualisierung, Software-definierter Speicherplatz und Netzwerk, 
Sicherheit und Verwaltung. Zudem hat Windows Server 2016 neue Funktionalitäten wie Windows Server Container, Nano Server 
und Storage Replica gebracht . Das BS verbessert auch Funktionalitäten wie Storage Spaces Direct, Storage QoS (Servicequalität), 
Änderung der Speicherlaufzeit und mehr wesentlich.

• Dank Storage Spaces Direct kann Windows Server 2016 ein hochverfügbares Speicherplatzsystem zu bedeutend niedrigeren 
Kosten anbieten, in dem die im Unternehmen bereits vorhandene Hardware verwendet werden kann.

• Bei aktivierter Deduplizierung können IT-Abteilungen eine um bis zu 93% reduzierte VHD-Größe erreichen.1

• IT-Administratoren haben mehr Kontrolle über alle Komponenten ihrer Server-Umgebung. Zudem ist ihre Verwaltung und 
Automation leichter als mit früheren BS.

Im Whitepaper werden verschiedene wichtige Verbesserungen bei Datenspeicher und Speicherplatz unter dem neuen Microsoft  
Server-BS vorgestellt, die Windows Administratoren Zugang zu den erweiterten Funktionalitäten geben. Diese gab es früher nur 
im Rahmen von Spezial-Hardware und somit tragen sie zu Einsparungen in IT-Abteilungen bei. Nun stehen sie jedermann über 
das BS zur Verfügung und ermöglichen IT-Mitarbeitern die maximal mögliche Rendite aus ihrer bestehenden Hardware zu ziehen 
– und in den zukünftigen Bedarf effizient einzubeziehen.
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Introducing Windows Server 2016

While Windows Server 2016 offers a lot more functionality, it has the same minimum requirements and upper limits as its  
predecessor. Staying with these same limits isn’t a big deal because most companies would be hard pressed to find a single  
application that exceeds any of these maximums. 

Windows Server 2016 Minimum Requirements 

• 1.4 GHz 64-bit processor

•  512 MB RAM

• 32 GB disk space

•  Gigabit (10/100/1000baseT) Ethernet adapter

Windows Server 2016 Maximum Supported Memory and VM Limits

• 24 TB max RAM per server host

• Up to 1,024 VMs per host

• 64 vCPU per VM

• Up to 12 TB RAM per VM

• 320 LP per host (with Hyper-V enabled, 640 if it’s not)

• 64 TB VHDX (virtual hard disk used with Hyper-V)

For IT professionals considering an upgrade to Windows Server 2016, it’s important to understand the new capabilities in order to 
fully take advantage of its features and make an informed decision—as well as to get the best return on OS investment.

Windows Server 2016 offers enhancements in the areas of virtualization, software-defined storage and networking,  
security, and management.
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Key Memory feature

VM Runtime Resize

To keep reboots to a minimum, a new feature on Windows Server 2016 hosts known as Runtime Resize will allow  
administrators to increase or decrease memory allocated to a virtual machine without any VM downtime, even if Dynamic 
Memory is disabled. 

Runtime Resize provides hot add and removes memory capabilities for virtual machines and works on both Generation 1 
and Generation 2 VMs (which require a guest OS newer than Windows Server 2012 or Windows 8). There are a couple of 
limits: The memory allocated to a running VM can’t be decreased to a level below current demand or increased to a level 
higher than available physical system memory.

To change the amount of static memory allocated to a VM, you can go into the virtual machine settings and change the 
amount of “Startup RAM” associated with the VM.

Speaking of Dynamic Memory, just as in previous versions of the OS (starting with Windows Server 2008 R2 
SP1), this feature enables a minimum and maximum amount of memory to be specified for individual VMs, and 
this memory allocation intelligently scales as demand increases or decreases. This can go a long way toward  
ensuring memory resources are used efficiently. As in Window Server 2012/R2 versions, in Windows Server 2016 you can 
increase the minimum and maximum limits on Dynamic Memory while the VM is running.

As a side note, starting in Windows Server 2016 you can also hot add or remove virtual network interface cards (NICs) from a 
VM without the need to reboot. This feature is on Generation 2 VMs only, and works with supported Windows or Linux OSes.

Note that the features mentioned above apply to Hyper-V virtual machines. Depending on hardware vendor support, 
Windows Server Enterprise and Data Center editions (starting with Windows Server 2003 SP1) also support hot-add of  
physical memory. This allows memory to be added to a ru ning operating system without requiring any application  
downtime or for the physical system to be shut down.

Key Storage features 

Storage spaces direct

Keeping within the theme of doing more with less, an important storage feature in Windows Server 2016 is Storage Spaces 
Direct, which allows IT admins to build a scale-out, redundant, shared storage system using inexpensive, commodity “just a 
bunch of disk” (JBOD) arrays or commodity servers with local internal server storage, or a combination of both.  

With Storage Spaces Direct, instead of having intelligence that enables advanced storage functionality located in a  
relatively expensive physical storage controller as part of a SAN array, this logic resides in the OS. Thanks to Storage 
Spaces Direct, Windows Server 2016 can provide a highly available storage system at a much lower cost using hardware  
organizations probably already have. In other words, Windows Server 2016 gives IT pros and users access to fully  
replicated storage that’s redundant with full parity, all on standard x86 commodity servers and storage that’s been  
transformed through software into a high-performance, redundant infrastructure (leading some to use the term “virtual 
SAN” when referring to the class of similar technologies).

Thanks to Storage Spaces Direct, Windows Server 2016 can provide a highly available storage system at a much lower 
cost using hardware organizations probably already have. 
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Storage Spaces Direct scale-out clusters provide the equivalent of RAID across servers, with volumes accessed as a file share tied 
together through the SMB3 network infrastructure with the benefit of access control list (ACL) permissions. This makes it easy to 
assign LUNs to servers via permissions, simplifying enterprise storage. With this new technology, there might be less need for 
expensive external storage for many use cases, and IT professionals don’t need to be storage experts or have much experience 
with SANs, iSCSI, or Fibre Channel switches.

Storage Spaces Direct requires a minimum of four storage nodes, and in addition to fault tolerance and high availability, it provides 
tiered storage and deduplication functionality.

Storage Spaces Direct can be deployed in a variety of ways ranging from completely separated file and Hyper-V clusters and  
storage arrays, to a fully hyperconverged box where disks, file servers, and hyper-v are all contained within a single node.

• Separate file servers, JBOD arrays, and Hyper-V clusters

• Converged - Disks in scale-out file server cluster working with a separate Hyper-V cluster

• Hyperconverged - Local disks, file server, and Hyper-V all-in-one server node

Storage tiering is a very interesting feature of Storage Spaces Direct that enables high storage performance by allowing  
administrators to combine a mix of high-performance and high-capacity HDDs and SSDs in a single virtual hard drive (VHD) to 
meet performance demand from intensive workloads—without spending too much to meet capacity needs. Windows Server 
2016 accomplishes this by running more demanding applications on faster flash drives, since storage performance is often the 
bottleneck in virtualized environments. Storage Spaces Direct automatically handles tiering based on which data is “hot” or most 
frequently accessed.

Storage Spaces Direct

Tiered Storage Spaces
Most frequently accessed data 
stored on faster SSD drives.

Storage Pool
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Storage QoS

Related to performance, for IT departments that need to ensure that specific high priority VMs or services get the resources 
they need, storage QoS (Quality of Service) enables administrators to granularly manage policies applied to individual VHDs, 
services or tenants.

This new feature in Windows Server 2016 helps eliminate the “noisy neighbor” problem in virtualization in which one 
greedy VM takes more than its fair share of resources, here represented by IOPS (input/output operations per second). While 
this feature was introduced in earnest in Windows Server 2012, it has been significantly improved in Windows Server 2016 
because QoS policy can now be set so the file server and VMs work collaboratively. In previous versions, policies could only 
be set at the VM level.

IT admins can set QoS policies across multiple VMs using either PowerShell or a GUI. There are two policy types: 

• Single-instance policies divide a predefined number of IOPS amongst multiple VMs. For example, with a shared  
single-instance profile for 200 IOPS that’s applied to twoVMs, they might each receive 100 IOPs. 

• Multi-instance policies set explicit limits that are the same across all the VMs the policy is applied to. For example, if you 
set a multi-instance QoS policy that allocates 200 IOPS to two VMs, they would both get the full 200 IOPs.

Types of QoS Policies

Single-Instance
 • Resources distributed among VMs
 • Ideal for representing a clustered workload, application or tenant

Multi-Instance
 • All VMs perfrom the same
 • Ideal for creating per-VM performance tiers

IO
Ps

IO
Ps

Maximum IOPs = 200 Maximum IOPs = 200

VM 1

VM 2

VM 1

VM 2

200 200

100 100

50 50

150 150

200 200

100

100
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Deduplication

Another storage aspect that’s been enhanced in Windows Server 2016 is deduplication. Windows Server 2012 had a limit that 
encouraged IT professionals to distribute files across multiple volumes with a ~10 TB limit and a single job per volume. While it was 
effective, it was a bit slow; it could take days to dedupe a large volume.

Deduplication is much faster and more flexible in Windows Server 2016. The maximum volume size for dedupe has been  
increased to 64 TB, and the dedupe process is now multi-threaded per volume, where all files are optimized in parallel with load 
balancing to deliver a much faster and more seamless process. In certain situations IT departments can achieve up to a 93% lower 
VHD size with deduplication enabled.1

In certain situations IT departments can achieve up to a 93% lower VHD size with deduplication enabled.1

Capability Windows Server 2012 R2 Windows Server 2016

Volume sizing To scale, distribute files across multiple 
volumes no larger than 10 TB

Use any size up to 64 TB

Optimization • Single job per volume

• Single CPU and single I/O queue

• Multi-threaded per volume

• All files optimized in parallel

• Auto load balancing of input queues and  
  resources

Backup support Manual configuration per volume and per 
node using PowerShell

Setting is an integrated usage type through  
UI or with PowerShell

Deduplication in Windows Server 2016:
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Storage Replica

Another storage technology to be aware of in Windows Server 2016 is Storage Replica, which provides block-level, hardware 
agnostic, synchronous or asynchronous replication between servers or clusters for disaster recovery, as well as the ability to fail 
over a cluster between sites. 

IT departments can replicate volumes locally or across different geographical locations with stretch clusters; these include 
nodes in different physical locations that are part of the same cluster, yet still provide synchronous, high availability. 

Synchronous mode is recommended for those with a fast connection—1 Gbps network or better, which 
can be a challenge for stretch clusters across long distances. In early tests, stretch clusters were found to be  
effective within distances of 30 km or so. On the other hand, asynchronous replication allows site extension at greater 
distances, although there is an increased possibility of data loss.

Stretch Cluster

 • A single storage cluster that spans geographies

 • Automatic failover, synchronous replication

 • Storage replica over SMB3 protocol

Storage Replication

Location 1 Location 2

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Node 4
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Putting all the pieces together

Windows Server 2016 represents a step toward a more seamlessly integrated data center environment where storage, compute, 
and networking resources don’t exist in silos, but instead work together seamlessly in a software-defined data center that can also 
easily integrate with the cloud.

With the new OS, file servers are built with advanced storage technology in mind, data is more redundant and resilient, IT admins 
have more control over all components in their environments, and management and automation of the entire server environment 
is easier than with previous OSes. Additionally, because all of these features are enabled even on standard servers and storage, 
organizations can take advantage of advanced functionalities at a much lower cost than before.

Windows Server 2016 represents a step toward the more agile, responsive, resilient, high-performance and distributed IT  
environment of the future where workloads will be able to easily get the resources they need when they need them, scale to meet 
demand, migrate to hosts across geographies, or utilize the public cloud. 

In the future, with OSes like Windows Server 2016, organizations will be able to do more with less, worry less about small details, 
and take a higher-level, holistic perspective instead of getting bogged down by low-level technical details. Who knows what all is 
possible as the IT and storage technology that was once prohibitively expensive becomes accessible to everyone.

IT admins have more control over all components in their environments, and management and automation of the entire 
server environment is easier than with previous OSes.

1 Jamie Hinks, “Microsoft’s stripped down Nano Server is on the way,” techradar.pro, April 9, 2015. 
 http://www.techradar.com/us/news/software/operating-systems/microsoft-s-stripped-down-nano-server-is-on-the-way-1290666
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